One platform for all
your clusters
Manage the complete lifecycle of any type of
cluster, new or existing, across any environment, 

with top-to-bottom control. Give your devs what
they need without the extra hassle.

The modern way to manage K8s
Manage your Kubernetes infrastructure the way that

“

Kubernetes manages containers. One platform for all your

Palette addresses both the

clusters, with complete visibility, curated for your devs, the

day 1 and day 2 operations of

way they want them - fast and without limits. Available as

our Kubernetes ecosystem by

SaaS or self-hosted on-premises.

normalizing the way IT
deploys, operates and

Benefits

manages Kubernetes clusters
over a broad spectrum of
Rapid deployment: Deploying clusters faster

endpoints.

means deploying apps faster


-IT Architect Specialist,

Hassle-free, full-stack operations: Stop

Intact Financial

wasting unnecessary time and allow
optimum flexibility across all layers of your
clusters
Reduce risk: Zero configuration drift across
both K8s infrastructure and add-on services,
enterprise-grade governance, SLA and
support
Choice: Define your Kubernetes stacks based
on your applications needs, with no limits
Any cluster, anywhere: Deploy new or import
your existing clusters, wherever they are

dev

Developer

IT Operator
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How we are different

Palette manages all your clusters and application
services in a declarative way with Cluster Profiles:
you select what your clusters should look like, who
has access and we make sure they always stay
that way. 



Users can then easily deploy Kubernetes clusters
from Cluster Profiles, and our orchestrator,
leveraging Cluster API, ensures that they remain
consistent against the declarative profile through
contunious reconciliation. 



Ultimate flexibility 
Zero configuration drift

Let Spectro Cloud deploy and constantly monitor all your clusters
for compliance, security and health, even through version
upgrades, across all layers of your stacks.  
Enjoy peace of mind, knowing that all your Kubernetes
environments will always stay consistent with your requirements,
with zero configuration drift.


Have existing GitOps or CI/CD toolchains?  
No problem. We can integrate with those.

Complete control without the trade-offs

Enterprise-grade

Governance

Built-in monitoring, cost and resource
visiblity and integrations to existing
systems and workflows, ensure that your
Kubernetes platform fits into how your
organization works, not the other way
around.


Palette’s feature Workspaces, RBAC and
configurable repos with Cluster Profiles
provide policy-based management to
provide separation and safety to your
teams.


Support for existing environments

Complete control and choice

Most people can’t just start again with
existing clusters. Palette extends
centralized profile-based management
to all your existing clusters, imported
from public clouds or even other
container platform solutions.


Use the packs and versions that your
team needs across all layers of your
stacks, not what a vendor forces on you.


Simple and fast cluster deployments

Self-maintained infrastructure

Self-service cluster deployment takes
minutes, not hours or days. Best
practices are always baked in.

Your clusters stay always consistent,
minimizing day 2 management efforts,
while improving your security posture.


Awards and honors

CRN Top 20 Hottest
k8s Startups of 2020

EMA Top 3 2020
Hybrid Cloud

SOC 2 Type II

CNCF K8s Certified
Service Provider

PCI DSS

Spectro Cloud is an enterprise cloud-native infrastructure company that makes Kubernetes manageable
at scale for enterprises that need superior control and flexibility. Spectro Cloud provides solutions that
help enterprises run Kubernetes their way, anywhere. Spectro Cloud is founded by multi-cloud
management experts and is backed by Sierra Ventures and Boldstart Ventures. 


Visit https://www.spectrocloud.com

Follow us @spectrocloudinc

info@spectrocloud.com

2445 Augustine Drive, Suite 150 Santa Clara, CA 95054

